
Welcome to the journey of two ambitious sisters 
Jurate & Violeta who dare to dream BIG…



Starting their incredible journey with 
a hand painted handbag and a scarf



Following their hearts filled with unconditional love and pure 
intention to share the beauty with the world through 

magnificent art

Jurate & Violeta fused their passions and talents together 

and created 

Violeta Lucce



 Starting with 
hand painted SCARVES

 inspired by
beautiful surroundings 

of Hawaiian Islands







Expanding into hand painted 
HANDBAGS 

and 
SHOES
using 

decoupage techniques
and

Sospeso Transparente









And journey continues with 
more hand painted luxurious 

resort-wear



 Stunning       Silk Shifts



Unique Dresses





                     
Vivid colors                     

and 
gorgeous 

details  

Soft flowy silhouettes and 
stunning palettes



Color 
splashes



Visions 
portrayed               
onto silk



Faces     &      Places



Truly sophisticated designs
 with exquisite details



Merino wool fibers
combined with silk

through felting 
process

   No sowing,
just endless 

hours
of creation 

 





Bringing feminine energy to life
And expression of beauty through woman’s eyes



Merging faces with cultures and mastering that on a living medium – silk 
where no mistakes can be made…

Silk becoming alive when the brush strokes the surface and the finished results 
capture true essence of beauty and femininity…



New York Fashion show for Luxury Review



And there are more 
                  and more 
               and more dresses 
             that we have created…. 
However, we do not want to bore you
 with hundreds of images,
           So lets continue 
    with our journey.



Jurate & Violeta never ever stopped…
No matter how steep the mountain was, they were
transforming into higher levels of consciousness 

    

  
Their art became MULTI-DIMENTIONAL

Their dresses became MASTERPIECES
They evolved into something EXTRAORDINARY



Violeta Lucce Bridal Couture

During this transformation, Jurate was getting married…

She searched for a perfect wedding gown for months
visiting every bridal salon in the city, trying on hundreds of dresses…

Not being able to find her dream dress for the most important day of her 
life,  Jurate decided to create it.

 The dress that would reflect Jurate’s soul and her multidimensional 
personality was about to be born



                           Jurate’s dress was hand painted by European Master on Silk, 
                                                                     her sister Violeta…

                                                      It took three weeks to paint 10 meters of pure silk
                                                      with dreamy and romantic flowers

Silk and tulle came together in creation of this  stunning gown tailored 
                                                                       by European  Ateliers 

                                                                  and
                                                                            the first wedding dress 
                                                                          filled with eternal love

                                                                                                                       was born
                                       The dress that was meant to start a new chapter of their 

lives



Jurate’s Wedding 

Truly inspired wedding dress collection



For an Iconic Bride
Who dares to be unique

And who’s custom designed 
wedding gown 

becomes a reflection 
of her beautiful soul…

This is how

Violeta Lucce Luxurious Art Couture
was born:

www.violetalucce.com




